For random walks on finite lattices with multiple (completely adsorbing) traps, one is interested in the mean walk length until trapping and in the probability of capture for the various traps (either for a walk with a specific starting site, or for an average over all nontrap sites). We develop the formulation of Montroll to enable determination of the large-lattice-size asymptotic behavior of these quantities. (Only the case of a single trap has been analyzed in detail previously.) Explicit results are given for the case of symmetric nearestneighbor random walks on two-dimensional (2D) square and triangular lattices. Procedures for exact calculation of walk lengths on a finite lattice with a single trap are extended to the multiple-trap case to determine all the above quantities. We examine convergence to asymptotic behavior as the lattice size increases. Connection with Witten-Sander irreversible particle-cluster aggregation is made by noting that this process corresponds to designating all sites adjacent to the cluster as traps. Thus capture probabilities for different traps determine the proportions of the various shaped clusters formed. (Reciprocals of) associated average walk lengths relate to rates for various irreversible aggregation processes involving a gas of walkers and clusters. Results are also presented for some of these quantities.
I. INTRODUCTION (n)=(N -1) 'gist (n)t are of particular interest.
For sites lr', adjacent to IT, one has that (n ), =N where we have used that 1n~~l~( -lnN'~for most contributions in 2D. If S"denotes the mean number of distinct sites visited by an n-step walk on an infinite perfect lattice, then one can show that (1.2) implies" S ("&-N. This result, if also true for the corresponding finite lattice S", has the interpretation that the walker, on average, visits all distinct nontrapping sites once before being trapped. @ ' Another perspective on the behavior of (n ) follows from assuming that the (average) probability for trapping on the nth step is (1 -1/N) " '(1!N), so that (n) -g", n(1 -1/N) " '(1/N) [which has been shown to agree with (1.2) 
II. GENERATING-FUNCTION FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE MULTIPLE-TRAP PROBLEM
The development presented here is based on that of
Montroll. " The set of t traps is denoted by 2 =IlT', lr, . . . , lTI. The most basic quantity for this process is the probability P"(l) that the walker is at site 1 after n steps, given that it started at l, so P0(l)=5&ta.
The corresponding generating function is given by P(l) = -g"p "P"(l). Since clearly g&P"(l) = 1, for all n, one has that gtP (l) =(1 -z)
The probability of trapping (or capture) at lT =l' is trivially P (l') -=lim"P"(l'). Since one has it follows that (2 1) (2.2) FKx. 1. Aggregation with a bent trimer; adjacent sites which have been decimated to traps are denoted by T.
Since the probability of trapping at l' on the nth step is P"(l') -P" i(l'), we conclude that the mean walk length (n )t0 &, from I to I' is given by
Montroll has provided expressions for P(l) in terms of the generating function, G(l), for random walks (starting at the origin) on a corresponding perfect lattice, as"
It is now clear that the mean walk length from i for capture at any trap is" A simultaneous set of equations is provided by (2.5) for the P (1"). Solving these by Cramer's rule yields' where the e;~a re evaluated at z =1. Thus for a single trap ( t = 1), one has that (n ) tp ---e,~, and for a pair of traps (t =2), (n)to= & (E'iz -eip -E'2p)X. The result for t = 1 is particularly elucidating in prouiding a direct physi cal interpretation for the e, J at z =1. This result also follows trivially from previous first-passage-time analyses which further lead us to conclude that, for nearestneighbor sites, e,j. =eNN ---1, and that
From (2.4), (2.8), (2.13) and (2.14), one has that (2.22) and for a triple (t =3),
where the e;J. are evaluated at z=1. It is appropriate to note, at this point, that characterization and enumeration of the e,j-product terms in such determinant quantities as det[e, z j and S, is quite easily achieved using ideas from flow graph theory, and specifically the Coates graph' (see Appendix A).
We are particularly interested in characterizing the behavior of the correction term to the average walk length, detIe, j j/S" for a large number of traps (particularly when these form a connected cluster Fig. 2 ). Similar arguments to those above
show that e; --(2/m )lnt '/ = -(1/m )lnt, and
for both l' and l {as required, since l' and l are equivalent).
Corresponding expressions for t & 3 can be easily obtained, but are rather complicated. 
III. LARGE-N ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS

FOR SYMMETRIC NEAREST-NEIGHBOR
where Gi(x) =1, G2(x) =6 -2x, G3(x) =25 -20x +4x, . . . . Clearly, (3.6) can be evaluated exactly.
In Table I (1l )tp= -E10N -eo(p $)N as N~00, where l =(r,s)]
In Fig. 3 For an adjacent pair of traps one has 5= -, ', and for a 
m GL' -L where P' =(X t') 'g&+~-, Pt are the lattice-averaged capture probabilities. That is, given the (n)i, we need only calculate the P' to determine (n )'.
Returning to the example of an adjacent pair of traps, walk lengths for the case where neighboring sites 1 and 2 (n),'=(n), (P (n)i+-P, ' (n), ).
=g[(A ')p Pq'(A ') i; -Pj~(A ')2;] -for j & 3 . , Pi(n )I- R. Botet and R. Jullien, J. Phys. A 17, 2517 Phys. A 17, (1984 
